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In this paper I would like to demonstrate that some of the ap parent
ambiguities in the New Testament text can be resolved by the appl ication of two
hitherto unpublished generalizations or "laws" respecting New Testament Greek)
I call these generalizations the ordering constraint and the subordination
constraint.
The Ordering Constraint
As an example of an ambiguity which can be resolved by the orderinq
constraint, I submit Eph. 2:4-5, part of which reads:2
ho de theas

•

(finite)

lous ios ,on en eleei,

(participial)

dia ten pollen agapen autou

(nominal)

hen egapesen hemas,
kai ontas hemas nekrous
tois paraptomasin
sunezoopo;i'!sen
ttl Christo
The ambiguity resides in the relation of dia ten poll"!n agapen autou... to
its context: does it relate to the main clause-Fo-ae theos. .. sunezOopOli'!sen,
explaining why God made us alive, or does it relateto Hie participlal clause
plousios on en eleei, expl ain; ng why God is rich in mercy? H. A. W. Meyer 3 and
R. C. H. IenSRi4 take the former interpretation, S which ap pears also among
translations in R$V, J. B. Phillips, NEB, NIV, Berkeley, K. Taylor, E. J.
Goodspeed, J. Moffatt, W. F. Beck, NASB, TEV, 2 0th Century, C. K. Williams, and
The latter inter pretation is taken by T. K. Abbott, 6 M. Barth,7
R. F. Weymouth.
8
and F. Foulkes, and among translations appears only in C. B. Williams and the
Jerusalem Bible, the AV being ambiguous. Either interpretation makes perfectly
good sense, but as a matter of fact, the latter interpretation is almost
unquestionably the only correct one. How can we know this?
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The phrase dia t!n poll!n agapln autou ... is a nominal construction,
comprising a preposiTiOn plus a nOLln wltfi various modifiers attached to it. If
it had been intended to relate directly to the main clause, as the participial
construction plousios 5n en eleei does, it would have had to precede that
construction in the sentence, Slnee it i s a less specific construction than the
participial construction.
The above is a specific application of the ordering constraint, which
states that if two or more constructions are subordinate to the same
construction-, they areTYPically ordered from least speciTIcw most specific.
In thlS exampletfieapplicatlOn would be: ----'Tf a nominal construcnOri and a
participial construction are both subordinated to the same main clause, the
nominal construction, being a less specific construction, should precede the
participial construction. Since it does not in fact precede the participial
construction, we may deduce that it does not relate directly to the main clause;
therefore, it must relate to something else, i.e. to the partiCipial
construction.
The ordering constraint does not relate only to nominal and participial
constructions, it also includes infinitival and finite constructions in its
scope. These constitute the four ways in which a clausal idea9 can be expressed
in New Testament Greek, which is to say that, besides main and subordinate
clauses, New Testament Greek has three other clause-like constructions in which
information which is typically expressed as a clause can alternatively be
expressed in a less specific way. These four construction types can be placed
in the following order, moving from most specific to least specific: finite
constructions (main and subordinate clauses with finite verbs) , participial
constructions, infinitival constructions, and nominal constructions (including
prepositional phrases). I call this order the cline � specificity ,lO
This cline of specificity expresses the relative importance to a sentence
or paragraph of its various constituent clausal ideas: an idea more pertinent
to the sentence or paragraph as a whole will be expressed more specifically and
completely, i.e. as a finite construction; a less pertinent idea will tend to be
expressed less specifically as a participial, infinitival, or nominal
construction, depending upon just how peripheral it may be. For example, the
second and third times that Jesus prophesies the resurrection of the Son of Man
in Mark, he refers to that resurrection very explicitly: meta treis hemeras
anastesetlli (Mark 9: 31; 10: 34). The use of the finite verl5COmmunlcates not
only the basic idea of resurrection but also all of the information of its
inflections, namely: third person singular subject, future (one of six choices
here), middle, indicative. Not only that, but the use of this specific form
shows us that this event is central to the narration here: it is what Jesus is
talking about. In Mark 9:9 there ;s a painted reference to the resurrection in
a subordinate clause: hotan ho huios tou anthropou ek nekron anaste. Since it
is subordinate, we know it isnot the wn thlng being dlscussed. Nevertheless,
(Note how the disciples pick
it is still quite in focus and a fairly new idea.
it up in the next verse.)
For this reason, it also has been expressed as a
finite construction.
lhe idea of resurrection can be expressed with slightly less specific
inflectional information in the participial construction, as in Mark 16:9,
Anastas de proi prate sabbaton, which form does not so much declare the
resurrectTon-or Jesus Chrlst as presuppose that we understand it to have

.
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occurred. Instead of person of the subject, the form expresses his gender;
number is also expressed. The tense is aorist, one of only four choices with
participles. Voice is indicated, but no information is included regarding mood;
presumably the mood of an adverbial participle can be interpreted as the same as
that of the verb to which it is subordinated. Notice also that whereas the
relationship of a finite construction to its context can be expressed through
conjunctions, participial constructions cannot occur with conjunctions (except
rarely kaiper), and their relationship to their context must be left implicit.ll
Less specific yet is the expression of the idea of resurrection in the form
of an infinitive, as in Acts 10:41, meta to anastenai auton ek nekrOn. The
infinitive form is not marked for persOri,gender, o'r number,out 1t 15, lik e the
participial form, marked for tense and voice.
It occasionally occurs, like
for
declined
articles
definite
the
and number and sometimes, as
case
nouns, with
in this example, with a preposition. The infinitive construction is appropriate
to this context because the resurrection has been declared very explicitly in
the previous verse and serves in this verse only to define the time durinq which
the apostles, as Peter declares, ate and drank with Jesus. The infinitive
construction frequently occurs as subject of another verb, as in Mark 8:31,
where anastl!nai is subject of dei, and in Luke 24:4fi, where it is subject of
Ih1S is a function'Wfiich is more characteristic of nouns than of
gegraptai.
verbs and tends again to move the information expressed to the periphery of the
discourse. (Participles can also function in this way, but cannot in this
function represent a state of action per se but only the subject of the
appropriate state or action, e.q. Rom:-TS:I2, where ho anistamen�s represents
not the event of resurrection but the subject of thaY-event.J
The least specific expression of the idea of resurrection is a no�inal
construction based upon an abstract noun derived from the verb root, as in Phil.
3:10, tou gnOnai auton kai ten dunamin tes anastaseos autou. Nominal
constrLiCfions can 1ncluaeprepOSltlOns an1I' the defln1te article and are
declined. They are always related as subject, object, etc., to a verb, or, more
vaguely yet, to another abstract noun, as in the example. The idea of Christ's
the topic is Paul's aspirations
resurrection is peripheral to this discussion:
as a convert from legal istic Judaism to Chri sti anity, and he brinqs in reference
to Christ's resurrection in such a vague fashion as to assume that we must know
what he is talking about without any specific elaboration. Another type of
nominal construction represents an event by referring only to some person or
thing 'involved in that event:
for instance, di a tou staurou in Eph. 2:16 refers
to the event of Jesus' death by naming only t�iriSTrument wi th which he was
killed. Suc h an indirect reference is meaningful only to someone who is
thoroughly acquainted with the event. With reference to the whole cline of
specificity, it should also be noted that the more specific constructions tend
to include mention of more of those persons and things which participate in the
action or state being expressed (e.g. subject of the verb, object of the verb,
etc.) than the less specific constructions do.
An example of how the ordering constraint operates with respect to the
cline of specificity is Eph. 1:4-5a, which reads:
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kathos exelexato hemas

� auto

(finite)

.

(nominal)

pro katabol1!s kosmou,

'

(nominal)

einai hemas hagious
ka i amomous
,
_ ��c.:.

(infinitival)

katenllp ion autou

� agape
proorisas hemas

(participial)

eis �
hu;othesian
:..:..:�:.:...;
;,..;.

�

dia Iesou Christou
eis auton,
Focusing on the labeled construct ions, we have here a finite construction with
two nominal construct ions, an infinitival construction, and a participial
construction subordinated to it. Their order conforms to the ordering
constraint. See also John 1:7; Acts 7:5; Rom. 1:28-29; 1 Cor. 4:6; 12: 24-25;
Col. 1:9-12, 28; Jas. 1:18. ( I have not succeeded ;n finding an example which
includes all four constructions subordinated to the same construct ion.)
I have found four apparent exceptions to the ordering constraint, three of
which will be discussed here and one later. All are instances where other
stylistic considerat ions have taken precedence over the ordering constra int. 12
The first is Eph. 5:8b-10:
has tekna photos per ipateite

�f

(finite)

-ho gar karpos � photos � pase agathosune
kai dikaiosune kai aletheia- (finite)
dokimazontes ti estin euareston t5 kuri5

(participial)

The subordinate finite clause, with understood finite verb estin, seems out of
place with the rest of the material. (This reaction was apparently shared by
the editors of this edition of the text: 13 they set it off in dashes to
indicate that it is parenthetical with reference to the context.) This
strangeness can be expl ained by the fact that the order of the subord inate
finite and participial clauses is in violation of the ordering constraint:
since they are both subordinate to the same finite clause, the participial
clause would have been expected to precede the subordinate finite clause. Note
that if we reverse the finite and participial clauses to conform to the ordering
constraint, the apparent strangeness disappears, but the parenthetical effect is
also lost. This parenthet ical effect tends to set apart and highlight the
statement regarding the "fruit of the light", and this is at least a possible
reason why the ordering constraint was violated here.

41,
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Another apparent viol ation of the ordering constraint occurs in 2 Cor.
lO:l1b:
hoti hioio esmen

�

logo

(finite)

(nominal )

di e pisto10n

""\

a pontes,

( participial)

oi
.
:.. .o:::.u::.:t:.:oi
� _ka_i
. [esometha 1
.t
.: ;:
parontes
� ergo

(participial)
(nominal)

The problem here is that in the last two constructions, both subordinate to the
finite cl ause, the partici pial construction precedes the nominal, whereas the
ordering constraint would have indicated the reverse order.
It is clear from
the whole example, however, that the ordering constraint has been overridden by
a chiasmus (to l ogo a pontes--paronte� to ergo) which balances the two ha l ves and
pl aces the focal to ergo 1n f1nal posfffo-n -.A third apparent viol ation of the ordering constraint occurs in Matt. 5:11:

•

makarioi este
hotan oneidisOin humas
kai dHixosj n
kai eipOsin � pon�ron kath human
pseudomenoi
heneken emou

(finite)

( participial)
(nominal)

According to the ordering constraint, we shoul d have expected the last two
constructions to occur in reverse order to that in which they in fact occur.
That they occur in this distinctive order seems to focus attention at least upon
the nominal construction if not u pon the participial construction, which takes
on something of a parenthetical flavor, as well . When they are reversed to
conform to the ordering constraint, the statement becomes l ess interesting.
If the ordering constraint should seem sufficiently supported by the
exam ples cited and not greatly weakened by the apparent exceptions noted here or
el sewhere in the future, it can safel y be ap plied to passages l ike Eph. 2:4-5 to
yiel d conclusions such as that suggested above .
The Subordination Constraint

,;:)

The ordering constraint expresses certain limitations on the order in which
or
more clause- like constructions can occur when they are all subordinate to
two
the same clause-like structure. The subordination constraint expresses certain
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l imitations with respect to the question of which clause-like constructions can
be subordinated to which others in New Testament Greek. An instance in which
the subordination constraint serves to resolve an otherwise bewildering
ambiguity is Eph. 3:16-18:
hina do humin

.

'

(finite)

kata to ploutos �dox�s autou

(nominal)

dunamei14
krataiothenai d ia tou pneumatos autou eis
esO anthropon,

�

(infinitival)

katoikllsai ton Christon dia tes pisteos � tais
kardiais humfln,

�

(infi nitival)

agape errizomenoi kai tethemeliomenoi

hina exischusete

(partici�ial)

(finite)

katalabesthai.. .
The ambiguity in question is the relation of hina exischusete to the preceding
context: presuming it to be a purpose clause-;-ls It the purp ose of en agape'
errizomenoi kai tethemeliomenoi, as indicated implicitly by F. Foulkesl!) and H.
C. G. Moule1�nd as translated by Berkeley, E. J. Goodspeed, J. Moffatt, W . F.
Beck, and C. B . Williams? Or is it the purpos.e of both the krataiOthenai and
katoikesai constructions, as stated by W. Hendriksen?1 ? Or is it the purpose of
the katmkesai construction alone, as indicated by R. C. H. Lenski1 8 and
translated by AV, R. F. Weymouth, and the Jerusalem Sible? Or is it the purpose
of the krataiothenai, katoikesai, errizomenoi, and tethemeliomenoi constructions
together, as indlcated by J. Eadie?l!! Or is it the purpose of hina do humin, as
found in no translation or commentary, to my knowledge?20 ActuaTiY,-one can
safely assert that the last interpretation is the only correct one, by reason of
the subordination constraint, which states that no construction can be
subordinated to one less specific than itself, thUs In thlS passage excludinq
the possibiliTY tnat-nTna exischus� a finite and maximally explicit
construction, could be-5Ubordlnated to any of the participial or infinitival
constructions.

.ll'i

It is necessary, however, to redefine the cline of specificity when
applying the subordination constraint, in that infinitival and participi al
constructions must be combined and treated as one unit of the cline, thus
yield ing a total of only three construction types: the nominal construction,
the infinitival/participial construction, and the finite construction . 21
All of the illustrations given so far in this article serve also as
illustrations of this second constraint . Two more passages with considerable
subordination are offered here as exampl es.
First consider Eph. 1:11-1 2 :
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en ha kai ekl�rOth�men
prooristhentes

�

7

(finite)

(participial)

prothesin tou

�

panta energountos � ten

boul�n tow thelematos autou,
eis to einai hemas

(nominal)

( infinitival)

eis epainon doxes autou

(no minal)

taus pro�lpikotas � to Christo
We have here the following subordinations: participial to finite, infin itival
to participial, nominal to parti'cipial, and nominal to infinitival. Then, in
Col. 1:21- 23a, we have the following subordinations: finite to finite,
participjal to finite ( four instances), infinitival to finite, nominal to
partiCipial, nominal to finite, and nominal to nominal:
Kai humas

(finite)

pate ontas apel1otri5menous kai echthrous te

--

dianoia

'

(particip ial)

!:.!2.�
�

-

-

ergois tois ponerois.

(nominal)

de apokatellaxen

�!S. samati tes sarkos '!utou
dia tau thanatou,

--

(nominal)

(namina1) 22

parastesai humas hagious kai am5mous ka i
anegklHous kateno

on a,utou,

ei � epimenete t� pistei
tethemeliamenoi
kai hedraioi

(infinitival)

(finite)

(participial)

(partiei pi al ) 23

kai me metakinoumenoi apo tes elpidos tau

--

"

euaggeliou

--

(participial)

See also Matt. 5:28; Acts 2:38 , 4 2; 7:2, 5; 10:36-37; 26:17-18; Rom. 1:5; 2 Cor.
8:3-4; Gal. 2:20; Phil. 1: 20; 2:2-4, 17; Col . 2: 8, 11, 13, 14-15, 23; 1 Thess.
Col.
2:9; 3:11-13; 1 Tim. 1:16; Ph1m. 15-16; Heb . 4:12; Jas. 1:4; 1 Peter 1:5.
1:19-20 contains a clear exampl e of a participial construction subordinated to
an infinitival construction.
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These passages should be sufficient to establish the general validity of
the subordination constraint and of the exegesis of Eph. 3:16-18 suggested
above. There exist, however, clear instances i n which the subordination
constraint, like the ordering constraint, is violated. All I hav � noted to date
In all
involve finite clauses subordinated to less specific constructions.
cases but one, however, the finite cl ause is introduced by a subordinating
conjunction which marks a semantic relation that to my knowledge could not have
been expressed in the context without violating the constraint. 1 Cor. 10:6,
for example, has a finlte construction with kathos subordinated to an
infinitival construction:

.

'

tauta de tupoi hemon egenethesan,
eis to me einai hemas epithumetas
kak5n,
,

--->-�

kath(5s kakeinoi epethumesa)1'

(infinitival)

(finite)

Apparently the subordination constraint is violated here because kathOs is the
only available expression of the subordinating relation of comparlson and
because kathos occurs in the New restament only with finite constructions.24 A
simil ar expl anation can be proposed for the conjunction hoprls; as in Gal. 1:4:
tou dontos heauton huper tOn hamartian heman
,

-=,:;.:"":,,:,,,:,;,;,,

hop(5s exeletai hemas...

==

(participial)

(finite)

Given the author's intention to state that "to rescue us" is the purpose of the
giving of himself expressed in the participial clause, he had little choice but
to use either hopOs or hina with a finite clause. He might have expressed the
relation of purpose by uSlng eis followed by the abstract noun exairesis, but so
far as we know, exairesis simply was not used i n theological contexts.
(L ikewi se, the noun form " resc ue, " in contrast with the verb form, seems to be
contrary to modern English usage in theological contexts.) A participial form
of exaireO could have been used to express purpose, but such a use of the
partlclple must be recognized to be rare. A more likely candidate for
expressing purpose here is the infinitival form exelesthai, but, unfortunately,
neither of the two ways in which an infinitive is used wlth didOmi in the New
Testament would be appropriate here: One way is that the inflnltlve is itself
the direct object of an active form, or the subject of a passive form, of
didOmi, which then should be translated "cause" or "grant". (See Matt. 13:11;
Luke 1:74; 8:10; John 5:26; Acts 2:4, 27; 4:29; 13:35; 14:3; Rom. 15:5: Eph.
3:16; 2 Tim. 1:18; Rev. 2:7; 3:21: 6:4; 7:2; 1 3:7, 14, 15; 16:8; 17:17.) The
other way is that in which didomi is translated "give" and shares a direct
object with the infinitive , WhlCh �an be either phagein or piein (Matt. 14:16;
25:35, 42; 27:34; Mark 5:43: 6:37 (bis); Luke 8:55: 9:13; John 4:7, 10; 6:31,
52; Rev. 16:6) or paratithemi (Luke 9:16). This use i s indeed an expression of
purpose, but since the dlrect objects of did(5mi and the infinitive would be
distinct in Gal. 1:4, this use could not have been employed in it. Otherwise,
the infinitive of purpose occurs only after verbs of motion and after apostell(5
(which includes a component of motion),25 and so cannot occur after didomi.
None of this proves absolutely that a construction with a nonfinite form of
exaireO appropriate to express purpose could not have been created, if
necessary, for use in this context. It demonstrates merely that such a
construction would have been unusual. The natural tendency of language users to

•
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prefer the more familiar patterns of their language even over patterns which
might seem more log ical or consistent may be a sufficient explanation for this
violation of the subordination constraint through the use of hopos with a finite

verb.25

One final example of an exception, 1 Peter 5:6, 7, is particularly
interesting, since it involves violations of both the ordering constraint and
the subordination constraint in one sentence:
Tapein5thete oun hupo ten krataian cheira tau theou,

,C...;"-,-....
;;.
.:..c.,;;,,,;.,;
...;.
;, --'-

__

�

,

hina humas hupSllse en kairo,

-

__

(finite)

pasan tlln me,rimnan human epiripsantes!p' auton,
hoti autll melei peri human.

I

!

! '.
'i

(participial)

(finite)

The ordering constraint is violated by the ordering of the second and third
constructions with respect to each other.
Both are subordinate to the first
construction, and, according to the ordering constraint, we should have expected
the third (participial) construction to have preceded the second (finite)
construction.
The subordination constraint is violated by the subordination of
the last (finite) construc tion to the third (participial) construction.
To investigate this phenomenon, we observe that if the third construction
had been finite instead of participial, no violation would have occurred.
Instead we would have had something like the following structure:

Tapeipothllte

�

hupo tlln krataian c heira!.£.!!. theou,

hina humas hupSllsll

�

�

kairo,

(finite)

epiripsate pasan!!!!, merimnan human ep auton,
hoti auto melei peri human.

(finite)

(finite)

All of the constructions are now finite, and there are no violations.
Another
difference is that the third construction is now coordinate and parallel to the
first instead of subordinate to it, which reflects the understanding generally
derived from this passage that it enjoins us to do two things, not 6ne.
In
other words, we generally interpret the participial construction in the text as
if it were an imperative, and the above modification Simply reflects thi s
This is then a peculiar function of the participial
Tnterpretation.
construction.
We do not know why the participial construction was used instead
of the finite construction, unless it be to represent a close relationship
between the humbling and the casting of the care, but we can see that at least
it functions equivalently to a finite construction, and this may make the
violations easier to understand.

•
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Recognizing that the subordination constraint is limited in some contexts,
I would like to further illustrate its application to exegesis. For example,
consider Phil. 1 :9, 10:
kai touj:o proseuchomai,
hina

�

agap� human eti mallon kai mallon perisseue

en --'epignosei
kai -p as! aisth!sei,
.
-'---

eis

�

hina

-

dokimazein humas

�

g

(finite)

(nominal)

diapheronta,

eilikrineis �ai aproskopoi

(infinitival)

(finite)

eis hemeran Christou,
The el ement to be examined here is the last finite clause hina !!te... :
1. Is it parallel to the first hina clause, expressing with that clause the
content of proseuchomai;
-

-

2. Is it subordinate to the first hina clause, expressing the purpose for
which the l ove of the Philippia7iSS hould abounq more and more;
3. Is it subordinate to the coordinate nominal construction � epignosei
kai pas!l aisth!!sei, indicating the purpose for which they should have
KnOwTeage and lnslght; or
4. Is it subordinate to the immediately preceding infinitival construction,
expressing the purpose for which they should discern the best thinqs?
The first interpretation is found in the J. B. Phillips, R. Knox, and 20 th
Century translations; the second is offered by W. Hendriksen27 and F. B. Meyer,
28 among commentators, and is found among translations in RSV, NIV, E. J.
Goodspeed, W. F. Beck, TEV, C. B. Williams, K. Taylor, and probably Berkeley,
NEB, and the Jerusalem Bible; the third is offered by R. P. Martin; 29 and the
fourth is offered by J. J. Muller30 and also found among translations in J.
Moffatt, NASB, C. K. Williams, and R. F. Wey mouth.
(The AV is ambiguous, and
most commentaries do not touch on the question.)
The subordination constraint helps us by excluding the third and fourth
options: either would involve the subordination of the last clause to a
construction less specific than itself. The decision between options one and
two will have to be made on other grounds:
I prefer the second, since I would
have expected a kai to mark the parallelism of the two hina clauses were they in
fact parallel, sTnCe there is some distance between th�
Finally, I would l ike to present an instance o f an interpretation to which
the subordination constraint, in opposition to virtually all commentaries and
translations, leads us: Eph. 2:14-16: 31

.4. "..)
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Autos gar estin he eirene hemon,
ho poiesas ta amphotera -hen

-

kai to mesotoichon

�

� g s arki autou,

.!£!:
�

� auto
eis

(finite)
(participial)

phragmou

"�, �

echthran,

�

(participial)

(nominal)

nomon � entolon en dogmasin katargesas,

tous duo ktise

11

(participial)

(finite)

(nomi nal)

kainon anthropon

poiOn e irenen,
_ka_i a pokata 11 ax �

(participial)

�

:.c.c...
p h..:.;o:..;t.
.e
::
.r
..:.ou
.:. c:..S
:;am
.

( fin ite)

(nominal)

en heni sOm ati

--

to thea

....... _-

•

dia tou stauro u,

--

(nominal)

apakteinas ten echthran
en autO.

(participial)

(nominal)

The subordination constraint excl udes the possibility that the compound clause
hina
ktis1! . .. kai apokatallaxe ... should be subordinate to anything save the
T1riTte clause AiIfOs gar estin he eir1!n1! hem5n. In particular, it excludes the
possibility that the-nTna clause 1S subordlnate to ton nomon ton ento15n en
dogmasin katarg1!sas, as-this passage is customarily-,nterpret� Therefore' the
maln develop ment of this sentence, excluding the relative clauses and other
subordinated material, should read:
"For he himself is our peace, ... in order
that he might make the two (of us) into one new man, . ..and reconcile both (of
us)
to God .... "
.

.

•

•

•

.

There are at least two reasons why this interpretation will be difficult
for English speakers to accept, neither of which has anything to do with what we
know about New Testament Greek or any problem with the resultant sense of the
passage. The first is that when the passage is rendered literally into English
(and unfortunately too much exegesis begins with this step) , we find that the
verb forms tend to be converted into more specific ones, thus appearing less
peripheral than they should.
Because of this, the distance created between the
hina clause and the first clause by the intervening relative construction
becomes too great to permit the perception of a relationship between them. This
is a special case of the general fact that New Testament Greek allows sentences
of greater complexity than does English. The second reason is that in English
and some other European languages it is very rare to subordinate a purpose
clause to a clause expressing a state and containing the verb to be. However,
at least for the Greek of Paul. precedent for such a constructlonwith estin is

l�
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clearly established in Eph. 4: 10 and Col. 1 :18. Therefore, while recognizing
the difficulty that this analysis adds to those already borne by translators
into English, for example, I maintain that it is, nevertheless, the only
defensible one.

(I"'

NOTES
IThe accuracy of these generalizations was checked by means of a scan of
the New Testament text. A scan was also made of A. W;kgren, Hellenisti'c Greek
In nelther of these
T,exts (Chicago: The University o f Chicago Press, 1 947).
was contradictory evidence found besides that mentioned in the paper. However,
discourses of sufficient complexity to employ these generalizations to a large
degree are rare in the New Testament and more so in the extrabiblical Koine
av ail ab 1 e to us.
Whereas the scope of this paper includes only New Testament Greek, it is
likely that the generalizations discussed here apply as well to English and to
other languages that have nonfinite verb forms and abstract nouns. The function
of these forms, to distinguish peripheral material from material that is more
important to the argument or narration, as discussed here, serves as perhaps the
principle raison d'etre of these forms in those languages which have them.
2 1 have attempted to display relationships involving subordination, as I
interpret then, by indenting any subordinated item to the item to which it is
subordinated. Occasionally, this same mechanism is used to display
relationships such as those expressed by relative clauses, constructions serving
as subjects or objects of verbs, or direct and indirect quotations, which are
If not help ful, the indentatinn5 ��� �2
beyond the scope of this paper.
ignored.
3 H. A. W. Meyer, Crit ical and Exegetical H andbook to the Epistle to the
Ephesians (New York: Funk and 1Tagnalls, 1884).
4R. C. H. Lenski, The Interpretation of St. Paul's Epistles to the
Ga 1 at i ans, to the E phes
, Taii s, and to -the Phtrfppians (co I umbus:
Ihe lTaYtbur g
Press 1946). 5H. C. G. Moule, The Epistle to the Ephesians (The Cambridge Bible for
Schools and colle es) ttaffibrldge: -rhe-ITnlverslty Press, 1889) understanas-the
On ... clause as "another aspect
dla constFiJction t0 be related to the plousios Of"'"the same fact".
6T. K. Abbott, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Epistles to the
Ephesians and to the phll1PP1ans (Ihe Internatlonal CrltiC1il-COmmentary)
(Edl nburgh:
I. &""'1. C I ark, 1897).-'-'7M. Barth, Ephesians (The Anchor Bible) (Garden City:
Doubleday, 1 974).
8F. Foulkes, The Epist�of Paul to the Ephesians (London: The Tyndale
- --Press 1963).
9The term "clausal idea" as used here is 1 imited to mean the idea of an
action or state-of-being, including the ideas of the participating things or
persons. It is the counterpart in thought of what a clause is in language,
although, as is shown in this paper, it does not always appear as a clause.
This use of "clausal idea" is like that of "proposition" in J. Beekman and J.
Callow, Tran slating the Word of God (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1974) and in J.
Grimes, The Thread oTljfscourse r;Janua L inguarum, Series Minor, 207) (The Hague:
Mouton, �5), but !nose propositlons of WhlCh the predlcate 1S what Grimes
calls a rhetorical predicate are excluded from this study.
lO R. W. Langacker, "Functional Stratigraphy", Papers from the Parasession
on Functionalism (Chicaqo: Chicago Linguistic Society, 19�37b=380, descrlbes
TOr Enql1sh essentially the same cline as I describe here, contrasting the
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construction types in terms of how many of his four functional strata are
included in the semantic representation of each.
11 The vagueness of the subordinating relations of partiCipial constructions
is a problem in describing this cline. (The prepOSitions of nominal
constructions and the prepOSitions plus tense and voice of infinitival
constructions communicate much more information about their relations.) The
main reason for positing the cline is the fact that it does operate
syntactically. There are four phenomena which further support the relatively
greater specificity of participial constructions over infinitival constructions.
First, the participial construction includes information (gender, number, and
case) which helps to identify its subject. Second, the participial construction
can represent more of the persons and things involved in the event beinq
represented. Third, the participial construction, since it has no preposition,
seems to be more autonomous than the infinitival; it is not as easily
interpretable as playing a role (subject, object, etc.) within another
construction but rather must be interpreted as being a separate subordinate
construction. Fourth, as described in note 21 below, the participial
construction is capable of representing a wider ranqe of subordinating relations
than the infinitival.
12While exceptions to "rules" of grammar may put those rules to the test,
they do not necessarily di sprove them. A "rule" or "1 aw" of grammar is Simply a
generalization summarizing observations on how a language tends to operate.
Exceptions occur when two such r�les come into conflict in a given environment
and one must necessarily take precedence over the other. The definitions of the
ordering constraint and the subordination constraint are understood to refer to
unmarked (typical, normal) ordering and subordination, where no other rules or
mechanlsms take precedence. Violations of these constraints can then be viewed
as marked (unusual, distinctive) patterns, in which some grammatical limitation,
topic status, focus, or other phenomenon intervenes to give a less expected
pattern, as discussed later in this paper. The principle of markedness
permeates language. It is discussed in R. Jakobson, "Zur Struktur des
in Linguistics (Bloomington:
russischen Verbums", A Prague School Reader Indiana University Press, 1964).
I am limiting the discussion to those constructions which follow the
constructions to which they are subordinated and ignoring those constructions
which precede or interrupt the constructions to which they are subordinated,
e.g. Eph. 3:16, Col. 2:23, Phlm. 9.
13 K. Aland et al., The Greek New Testament (Stuttgart: American Bibl e
Society, British and Fore;gn BlbleToclety, National Bible Society of Scotl and,
Netherlands Bible S ociety, Wurttemberg Bible Society, 1975), from which all
selections in this paper are taken.
14 The line over dunamei here indicates that I interpret it as subordinate
to the infinitival construction below it rather than to the nominal construction
above it.
150p• cit.
160p• cit.
17W. Hendriksen, Ex sition of Ephesians. (New Testament Commentary) (Grand
::":"::
":":""':";';'Rapids: Baker, 1967).:::':':"
180p• cit.
19J. Eadie, Commentary on the
istle .!.9. the EpheSians (Edinburqh: T. & T.
----Clark 1883).
�O Another poss ible interpretation is that hina exischus�te is parallel to
� !!.£. . , and thi s
-
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interpretation is rendered by J. B. Phillips, NEB, NIV, R. Knox, K. Taylor, TEV,
20th Century, and C. K. Williams. One weakness of this interpretation is that
the structures of the two hina clauses are not parallel, one being active anrl
one passive. Being as distarrt as they are, we would also have expected them to
be joined by kai if they were parallel. Furthermore, the sense of the second
kai clause treated as a separate petition to God is definitely inferior to the
sense which that clause gives as the purpose of the gift of the indwelling of
the Holy Spirit and of Christ petitioned in the first hina clause with its
campl ements.
The RSV is ambiguo us at this point. NASB has � eXischu,s!!te parallel to
, an interpretation not warranted by the internal structures of the
katoikesai
two, and also subordinate to krataillthenai, in viol ation of the subordination
constraint.
This survey does not represent the full range of variation in the
interpretation of the grammatical structure of this passage that can be found in
I have focused only upon the relation of the
commentaries and transl ations.
second hina clause to its cont ext. Also, I have not dealt with those
interpreters who ignore the question. Nevertheless, it ;s interesting to
observe that every possible interpretation is represented by someone. It is
hard to believe that such a breadth qf ambiguity actually exists in the text.
21 This combining of partiCipial and infinitival constructions into one
level of specificity with respect to the subordination constraint is required by
the data, since the subordination of participials to infinitivals is about as
common as the reverse. I suggest that this is true because of the complementary
usage of these two constructions. Even though the potenti al ranges of usage of
these constructions are similar, the more common uses of the participle in
subordinate constructions are to communicate attendant Circumstances, means"
temporal rel ations, and further specification of predicates. Infinitives, on
the other hand, are more commonly used for purpose. Both are used about equally
to express cause and result. The result is that the relation to be communicated
often takes priority over the dif ference in specificity between the two types of
constructions. Notice also that both have the same range of tense and voice in
their inflections.
22 In this example, di a tou thanatou could also be interpreted as
subordinated directly to-rKe-main clause.
It would still conform to the
subordination constraint.
231 presume the construction kai edriioi here to be elliptical, with antes
implied, since it is parallel to a partlclp1al construction.
I have not
investigated the status of adjectives relative to the cline of specificity.
24See also Eph. 1:4; 4:1 7; and Col. 1 :6 for examples of violations of the
subordination constraint by a finite clause with kathos.
25 F. Blass and A. Debrunner, trans. R. W. Funk, A Greek Grammar of the New
Testament and other early Christian Literature (Chicago:
Ihe OnlversifyOf.
Chlcago Press, 1961) 197.
26There is another violation of the subordination constraint involving
hopos with a finite verb in Heb. 2:9. I t can be handled in the same way as Gal.
1:4, but the verse is fraught with so many unrelated interpretational
dif ficulties that I have elected not to discuss it.
27w. Hendriksen, Expositi9n of Philippians (New Testament Commentary)
-(Grand Rapids: Baker, 1962).
28F. B. Meyer, The Epistle to the Philippians (London: The Religious Tract
Society, 1912).
- -2 9R. P. Martin, The Epistle of Paul to the Philippians (London: The
Tyndale Press, 19 54).to Philemon
30J. J. Muller, The Epistles of Paul to the Philippians pnd (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1955). - - --.
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3 1Commentaries consulted with reference to Eph. 2:14-15 include H. A. W.
Meyer (op. cit. ), R. C. H. Lenski (op. cit. ), M. Barth (op. cit.), B. F.
Westcott, St. Paul's Epistle to the Ephesians (Grand R apids: Eerdmans, n. d.,
republisheafrom 1906), F. FoUTkes(op. cit.), W. Hendriksen (op. cit.), C.
Hodge, !2 Comment ary � the Epistle to the Ephesians (A Geneva Series Commentary)
(reprinted London: The Banner of Truth Trust, n. d., from 1856 edition), T. K.
Abbott (op. cit.), and F. F. Bruce, The Epi;;tle -to the Ephesi ans (London:
Pickering and Inglis Ltd., 1961).
Translations consulted included NIV, NEB, K. T aylor, NAB, Berkeley, AV'
RSV. J. B. Phillips, and R. Knox. The NASB, be ing a very literal rendition of
the Greek structure into English, could be read according to the analysis
proposed here, but it probably will not be so read by most English readers.
HOLLENBACH'S CONTRAINTS
I. The "cline of specificity" :
HOLLENBACH'S CONSTRAINTS
Center

Illocution

one or two
Twi th adnominal genitive
phrase; or
with figurative use of
nominal head)

Non-verbal form
(predicate indicated with abstract noun or
only implied)

- -----

+ one or two
TAgent is accusative case)

Predicate notion is present
in verbal form,
but without indication of
time or person

Aspect and
voice

One obligatory,

Predicate notion is present
in verbal form,
with indication
of person and
perhaps relative
time

Aspect and
voice

Predicat notion is present
in verbal form,
with indication
of person and
time

Aspect,
voice and
mood

Arguments

Relation
1. Nomina 1
Phrase

u
-

"�

Vague

u

UJ

"-

(/)
(/)
(/)
UJ

-'
,

2. Infini
tival
Clause

I

,
I
I

,
I

Vague
(with preposition and
article, if
present)

+

I

3. Partici
pial
Clause

,
,

Vague

:t: any number
of others

I

,
I
I

,
I

4. Finite
Clause

,
u
....
"�
u

UJ

"-

(/)
UJ
<Y.

0
::;:

Relatively
specific,
with greater
variety

One obligatory,
any number
of others
+
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I!. The ordering constraint (as modified by subsequent studies): When two
or more propositions are to be subordinated to the same head
proposition, but not all bearing the same relation to the head, the
grammatical forms of the subordinate propositions will range from less
specific to more specific moving out from the head. The head will have
a form equal to or more specific than the highest ranked subordinate
form in the sequence.
III. The subordination constraint (as modified: When a proposition is to be
subordinated "adverbially" in its relation to another, the grammatical
form of the subordinate proposition will be of equal or lesser
specificity than the grammatical form of the superordinate proposition.

(Note: in applying the subordination constraint, levels 2 (infinitival
clauses) and 3 (participial clauses) combine to form a single class of
intermediate specificity.]
I V. In attempting to apply the constraints to 1 Timothy, it was recognized
that nonadverbial modifiers and frequently the content propositions of
orienters are excl uded from the constraints. The constraints apply only
to modifiers with an adverbial function and which represent
propositions. The following factors were stated specifically:
1 . I n applying the constraints, the following propositions are
exc 1 uded:
a. Those which define or delimit a constituent of another
proposition, i.e. those that would encode as an adjective with
an implied verbal notion, an adjectival participle or a relative
clause.
b. Those which function as a nuclear constituent of a clause, i.e.
those that encode as subject, direct object, or indirect object.
c. Those which derive from abverbs with a verbal root.
d. Those which function as the content of simple speech or
nonspeech orienters, i.e. those content propositions that would
encode as hoti and hina noun clauses or an infinitive preceded
or followeo-Dy an accusative in indirect statements.
2. Prominence factors may interfere with the consistent application of
subordination constraints.

3. A serial 1; st in which each item has the same rel ation to the same
head does not consistently adhere to the subordination constraints.
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